
Call for participation for the fifth edition of the

AMICORTI IFF

The opening date of the NOTICE is 25 September 2022 and will close on 28 
February 2023 at 11.59 pm Italian time. 
Registration for the Festival is valid only through the www.filmfreeway.com platform 
and the registration fee is €10 (ten euros). 
The selected works will participate in the Festival which will take place from 20 to 25 
June 2023, both in presence and remotely. 
The selected works will be visible on the dedicated platform and will only be visible 
after registration, and it will not be possible to download them in any way. 
ADMITTED WORKS  
All cinematographic genres are accepted with the exception of video art Winning 
works or works that have participated in other festivals are allowed The works must 
have been produced after January 1, 2020 The theme of all the works is free 
SECTIONS  
All the works will be evaluated by a special commission, which will have the task of 
admitting the works to the various sections of the festival 
SHORT FILMS SECTION 5 works will enter the final and will be viewed by 
YOUNG JURY made up of about 20 young people between 13 and 21 years old. 
They will award the YOUNG JURY Prize 

5^ Edizione dal 20 al 25 giugno



AmiCorti IFF JURY made up of prominent personalities from cinema, TV and 
journalism, which will assign the AmiCorti IFF AWARD (award in Statuette and 
Plaques), and special Mentions: 

◦ Direction 
◦ Photography 
◦ Actor 
◦ Actress 
◦ Film script 

FEATURE FILM SECTION The 5 (five) finalists will be viewed by a jury made up 
of audiences from all over the world thanks to the possibility of participating even 
remotely. 
The public will award the PEOPLE'S JURY AWARD 
AmiCorti IFF JURY made up of prominent personalities from cinema, TV and 
journalism, which will assign the AmiCorti IFF AWARD (award in Statuette and 
Plaques), and the Special Mentions: 

◦ Direction 
◦ Photography 
◦ Actor 
◦ Actress 
◦ Film script 

VIDEO CLIP SECTION 
The 5 (five) finalists will be viewed by a jury made up of prominent personalities and 
specialists in the sector, who will award the "AMICLIP" AWARD (statue award) 
ANIMATION SHORT FILMS SECTION The 5 (five) finalists will be viewed by a 
jury made up of prominent personalities and specialists in the sector, who will award 
the "Enola Art" AWARD (artistic award handcrafted by Enola Vit) 
DOCUMENTARY SECTION Curated by Ntrita Rossi. The 5 (five) finalists will be 
viewed by a jury made up of prominent personalities and specialists in the sector, 
who will award the AmiCorti IFF DOCUMENTARY AWARD (Targa) 
SCHOOL SHORT FILM SECTION The short must be made by students. This 
award is in collaboration with Punto Bere S.r.l. It will award the prize UN SHORT 
PER IL Punto Bere (money prize) 

REGULATION  
Participation in the competition implies acceptance of all points of this regulation, 
under penalty of exclusion of the submitted work. 
Each participant, by sending the work, declares to be the owner of all the rights of use 
of the work itself, none excluded. That the contents of the same do not violate the 
laws in force and that the work does not contain defamatory contents. In any case, the 
participant releases the organization from any responsibility for the content of the 
film screened in public. 
Each participant, by sending his work, authorizes the organization, if selected, to 
make it visible on the official channels of the Festival, only for registered users in 
possession of a password and for a limited period of time (20/25 June 2023) 



SHORT FILMS must have a maximum duration of 25 minutes. English subtitles are 
mandatory. The 5 selected works must provide subtitles in Italian, except those in 
Italian, under penalty of exclusion. 
FEATURE FILMS must have a minimum duration of 120 minutes. English subtitles 
are required. The 5 selected works must provide subtitles in Italian, except those in 
Italian, under penalty of exclusion. 
DOCUMENTARIES must  be subtitled in English. The 5 selected works must provide 
subtitles in Italian, except those in Italian, under penalty of exclusion. 
In case of victory, the winners are invited to guarantee their presence during the 
award ceremony or to send a video message to be projected or attended remotely. The 
place of the award ceremony will be confirmed by the organization on a date between 
20 April and 10 May 2023 and the winners will be notified by email. 

For any other information write to info@amicorti.org


